ÜNIVALENCEOF CONTINUED FRACTIONS AND
STIELTJES TRANSFORMS1
JAMES S. THALE

1. Introduction. In this paper we establish a connection between
the theory of univalent functions on the one hand and Stieltjes transforms and certain classes of continued fractions on the other. The
only known result of approximately
similar character is one, due to
G. Szegö, which is mentioned in Corollary 2.1.
In §2 are some theorems on univalence of functions represented by
Stieltjes transforms; these theorems depend upon the well known
fact that (cf. [2]2) a function/(z)
analytic in a convex region R is
univalent in R if there exists a real constant a for which eiaf'(z) is
nowhere real in R. §3 contains similar results for functions represented by classes of continued fractions which may also be represented as a Stieltjes transform of §2. The domains of univalence obtained in these two sections are shown to have a maximal property.
The results of §§4 and 5 relate respectively to univalence and the
star-like character of functions having certain continued fraction
representations
but not necessarily having representations
as Stieltjes
transforms. The domains of these two sections, which are obtained
with the aid of some value region theorems for continued fractions,
do not possess the maximal property of §§2 and 3.
It will be obvious that all of the subsequent
theorems may be
stated in an alternate form in terms of the reciprocal of the complex
variable used in the given statement.
For brevity such alternate
statements have been omitted; we have, however, consistently used
the complex variables x and z to correspond to expansions about the
origin and infinity respectively.

2. Theorems on Stieltjes transforms. Following Theorem 3.1 we
give an example of a function which is representable
in the form
Jld<p(t)/(\-\-xt), where <p(t) is nondecreasing and bounded, which is not
univalent in any larger region including Re x^ —1, x?¿ — 1. That all
functions of this class are univalent in this region is shown by the

following theorem.
Presented to the Society, October 24, 1953; received by the editors May 14, 1954
and, in revised form, April 21, 1955.
1 The results of this paper are extracted from a Northwestern University
prepared under the direction of Professor W. T. Scott.
* Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of this paper.
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Theorem 2.1. If 4>(t) is nondecreasing and bounded, 0 = t^l,
unless <p(t) increases only at t = 0 the function F(x) given by

(2.1)

F(x)=

then

-^-

Jo

1 + xt

is univalent for Re x=— 1, Xr¿—1. Moreover there exist functions of
the form (2.1) not univalent in any larger region including Re x= —1,

For Im x?£0, Im x and Im F(x) are of opposite sign. Hence univalence in each of the upper and lower half planes Im x>0and
Im x<0
assures univalence in their logical sum. Writing x = u-\-iv we have
vt2(l + ut)

T7--¿Ml).
?'(x)= 2J f1
0
1 + xt\2

We see that Im F'(x) is not zero in each of the regions Re x^ —1.
Im x>0 and Re x~ —1, Im x<0, unless t = 0 is the only point of
increase of <j>(t).For any two real points Xi and x2 with Re Xi> —1,
Re x2 > —1, the integral form of the difference F(xi) —F(x2) shows
that this difference is nonzero.
Complementing
a result of Szegö who showed [7] that monotoneity
of the third order for the sequence {c,} is a sufficient condition for
the function/(x)
of Corollary 2.1 to be univalent in |x| <1, we have
this corollary:

Corollary

2.1. A sufficient condition for the analytic function

f(x) = Co— Cix + c2x2 — • • • ,

Cireal,

i = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

to be univalent in Re x^ —1, x^ —1 is that the sequence {c,} be totally
monotone
= C„

in the sense that Amcn^0,

(sm,lCn+l~T

C-m,2Cn+2—

' ' '

' (

m, « = 0, 1, • • • where Amc„
l)nC-m,nCm+n.

The corollary follows when we apply a theorem of Hausdorff [3]
that total monotoneity
of the sequence {c¿} is a sufficient condition
for/(x) to be represen table in the form (2.1).
The example of Theorem 3.1 also shows the maximal property for
the class of functions in the following theorem:

Theorem 2.2. If <f>(t)is nondecreasing and bounded 0^t = \, then
unless (p(t) increases only at t = 0 the function F(x) given by

(2.2)

F(x)= f —?—W)
Jo

1 + xt
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is univalent for Re x = —1, x ^ —1. Moreover there exist functions of
the form (2.2) not univalent in any larger region containing this region.
If we note that, for Imx^O, we have Im x and Im F(x) of the same
sign, then considerations similar to those of Theorem 2.1 give the result. We defer the proof of the last sentence of the theorem until

Theorem 3.1.
In connection with Theorem 3.3 we give a continued fraction which
shows the "bestness" of the region of univalence in the following
theorem :

Theorem 2.3. If <p(t) is nondecreasing and bounded for —l=i=T,
then F(z) given by

(2.3)

F(z)

1 d<p(t)

-/:

t

which is defined and analytic for z exterior to the cut —1 =£=T, z =£+«?,
is univalent for \z\ >1. Moreover there exist functions of the form (2.3)
not univalent in any larger neighborhood of infinity including \z\ > 1.

We employ an indirect proof supposing that F(zi) =F(z2) for Zi^z2,
|zi| >1, |z2| >1. Since for Imz^O, Im z and Im F(z) are of opposite
sign we must have Im ZiTm zs>0 or Im zi = 0 = lm z2. Then if we
write z=%+ir], F(zi) = 77(z2), Zi^z2, yields

n

r+1t2- t(ti + £2)+ fcfc - vm .
¡U.-/1
I zi — l\21
z2 — /

. f+1^i

+ *

J_l

+ ^?2)— fH|« — ¿ami

—¡-—r^-1--f¡| Zi -

¿|21 z2 -

/|2

<**(0= /i + */*

Now both 7i and J2 must be zero so that we must have
0 = (r?! + V2)h -

(£i + £2)/2.

Computation of this combination of Ii and I2 yields an integral
with the numerator
of the integrand negative for 171>0, tj2> 0,
|zi| > 1, 1021> 1, —1 =2 = 1. Hence we have a contradiction since the
integral is negative.
A similar argument yields a contradiction for»ji<0, »72<0.Hence we
have univalence in each of the regions |^| >1, Im 0>O and \z\ >1,
Im 0<O and from previous remarks in their logical sum.
If we note that 0 real and Re 0 > 1 gives Re F(z) > 0 and Re z < —1
gives Re F(z)<0, then F(zi)—F(z2) for real 01 and 02 with |zi| >1,
|02| >1 gives ziz2>0.

But ^(zi) = ^2),

zi?iZ2, yields
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r+1
¿*(0
o = (»,- «o-^—J-l
(Zi - t)(Zi — i)
which is a contradiction since the integral is real and positive.
The above theorem and the consideration that a univalent function
of a univalent function is univalent yield the following corollary.

Corollary
2.3. If <¡>(t)is nondecreasing and bounded for a^t^b,
then G(z) given by

b > a,
a

Z — t

defined and analytic for z exterior to the cut a^!- —b is univalent for z
exterior to the circle \w —(a+b)/2\ ú(b —a)/2.

For by a simple transformation and substitution
the representation
for G(z) into the form (2.3).

we can transform

3. Theorems on continued fractions which are Stieltjes transforms.
The previously mentioned connection between Stieltjes transforms
and continued fractions enables us now to deduce the following theorems.

Theorem

3.1. // go, gi, • • • are real numbers satisfying 0^gp = l,

p = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • , then the function G(x) given by

(3.1)

G(x) =—
1 +

1

is univalent for Rex^—l.x^
form

(3.1) not univalent

+

-

1

+

•••

—1. Moreover there exist functions of the

in any larger region including

the one given

above.
Wall has shown [9] that the continued fraction giving G(x) converges uniformly over every finite closed region whose distance from
the real interval — <x>—k^— 1 is positive and that (3.1) has the
representation
(2.1) [10], hence the result follows from Theorem 2.1.

Consider G(x) given by
1
G(x) = —

ax
—

1 + 1+

(1/2 - e)x
—-

1

x/2
-!—,

+1

0 < e < 1/2, 0 < a < 2e.

If G(xi)=G(x2), then (xi—x2)(2 + (l —e)xix2+xi+x2) =0. Now for x2
in the half-plane Re x^ —1 and xi exterior to it, the second factor
above is zero. This yields xi as a linear fractional expression in x2.
This expression when considered as a transformation
maps the line
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Re X2= —1 into the circle in the Xi-plane

| xt + l/2e(l - €) | = (1 - 2e)/2e(l - e).
Thus for every point xi with Re Xi<—1, there exists a value of e
such that C7(xi)= G(x2) for some x2 with Re x2= —1, x2^ —1.
Closely related to the above theorem we have the following:

Theorem 3.2. If gu gä, • • • are real numbers satisfying 0=^
p = l, 2, ■ • • , then the analytic function given by
(3.2)

F(»)--î

(1 " ël)g2X

1 +

1

(1 ~ g*)g*X

+

1

= 1,

...

+

is univalent for Re x = —1, x ?* —1. Moreover there exist functions of
the form (3.2) not univalent in any larger region including the above
region.

From the results of Wall cited above the continued fraction converges for Re x= —1, x^ —1, and has the representation
(2.2). This
theorem is also a consequence of Theorem 3.1 since

G(x) = 1/(1 + (1 - go)giF(x))
where F(x) is of the form (3.2). Univalence of G(x) implies univalence
of F(x) and conversely.
The example following Theorem 3.1 shows the "bestness" of the
region of univalence for this class of functions.
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 show that the class of functions G(x) of (3.1)
is univalent in Rexïï— 1, x?¿ —1, and the class xG(x) is univalent in
this same region.
It is interesting to note that if C7(x) is of the form (3.1) and if we
write Go(x)=g0G(x), and if lub|»|<i |G0*(x)| _T, then we may apply
the Schur algorithm [5] to G0*(x) to define recursively a set of func-

tions G/(x), p = 1, 2, • • • . Then Wall has shown [9] that each G„*(x)
has a continued fraction expansion of the same form as G0*(x). Hence
the above theorem gives that each of these Schur functions is univa-

lent in Re x= —1, xjL —1.
The function
F(z) = -

1

ai
—
z — z

whose derivative vanishes at z = ± aii, where Oi may be unity, yields
an upper bound for circular neighborhoods
finity for real /-fractions
whose parameters

of univalence about inform a chain sequence.
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We show in the following theorem

that
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this upper bound is also the

lower bound.
Theorem
3.3. If the sequence of real numbers
quence, then the function F(z) given by

(3.3)

i1

F(z)=-

ai*

a2*

—

—

z — z — z —

[aP] is a chain se-

•••

is univalent for \z\ >1. Moreover there exist functions of the form (3.3)
not univalent in any larger circular neighborhood of infinity.
The conditions of the Theorem assure us that F(z) is defined and
analytic for | z\ > 1 [lO]. Also F(z) has the representation (2.3), so that
Theorem 2.3 gives the desired result.

4. Theorems on continued fractions. The function F(x) given by
x

F(x) = -

aix

a2x

—
1+ 1 + 1 +

where ap = l/4, p = i, 2, shows that the region of univalence for this
class of functions has upper bound |x| <1. We give an estimate of

the lower bound.
Theorem
4.1. If ai, c2, • • • are complex numbers satisfying
\ap\ 2=1/4, p = l,2, • • • , then the function F(x) given for \x\ <1 by

(4.1)

F(x)=—

1

1 +

aix

-

1 +

a2x

-

1 +

•••

is univalent for \x\ <4(2)1/2/(3 + 2(2)1/2). (The author conjectures that
F(x) is univalent for \x\ <1.)

Now F(x) is analytic for |x| <1. From results on the value region
problem for this class of functions [5] it is easy to show that for
x^p<l,
\F(x)\ g2(l-(l-p)1/2)/p.
If we write F(x) = F0(x) and
Fk(x) = \/(\-\-ak+ixFk+\(x)),
k = 0, 1, • • • , we see that each Fk(x),
k = l, has a continued fraction representation
of the same form as
F0(x) and hence the above estimate is applicable to each Fk(x).
If F0(xi) = Fo(x2), xi^Xi, |xi| <1, |x2| <1, then XiFi(xi) = x2Fi(x2)
and from a result of Montel [4] we must have |xi|=|x2|
(=p<l).
When Fi(x) is written as a transformation
in F2(x), the above equality becomes
(4.2)

xi -

x2 = a2XiX2[F2(xi) - F2(x2)].

Now the difference F*(xi) —Fk(xt) may be written
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= ak+1Fk(xi)Fk(x2)Fk+1(xi)Fk+1(x2)

(4.3)

• l(x2 -

xi) + ai+2XiX2(Fi+2(xi)

When we use (4.3) in (4.2) « + 1 times successively
lute values and the triangle inequality we obtain
n

- Fk+i(x2))\.

and apply abso-

2*+l

| xi - X21= | *i - *i| El *i*21"II I apFp(xi)Fp(x2)
|
(4.4)

(2n+l

+

\

II | apFp(Xl)Fp(x2)
iJ

| *iX2

• I Fin+2(Xl) — F2»+2(x2) | .

If we apply the estimate of | Fp(x) | to the
ber of (4.4), we find that it becomes zero as
vided |*i| =|x2| =pg4(2)1'7(3
+ 2(2)1'2).
Thus we may allow n to become infinite in
prevails; we obtain, if the continued fraction
to

nonhomogeneous memn becomes infinite, pro(4.4) and the inequality
does not terminate,

2fc+l

I xi - X21á | Xi—X21El xiXiI* II I apFp(xi)Fp(x2)
|
t-i
î>-î
(4.5)

S|*-*|

zZ?k(
k-i

=

\ xi — x2

[
\

P) )
p

/

(1 - (1 - p)»2)*
p2 -

(i

-

(i

-

Py2y

Butif p <4(2)1'V(3+2(2)1'J),
then (1 - (1 -p)1'2)4/ [p2-(l - (1-p)1'2) ]4
<1. Hence for this range of p, (4.5) yields |xi —X2I =¿|xi—x2| where
0<¿<1
which gives xi=x2.
If the continued fraction terminates, then only a finite number of
these terms appear in the sum in the right member of (4.5) and the
same conclusion applies.

If we note that (4.1) is of the form

F(x) = 1/1 + aiG(x),

IG(x) | = 2,

so that univalence of F(x) implies univalence of G(x) and conversely,
we have the following corollary.

Corollary

4.1. If 02, a3, • • • are complex numbers satisfying

\ap\ =1/4, p = 2, 3, • • ■, then the function G(x) given by

(4.6)

G(x)-

x

1+

a2x

1 +

a3x

-

1 +

•••
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is univalent for |x| <4(2)1'2/(3+2(2)1'2).
This theorem and its corollary show that the class of functions F(x)
of (4.1) is univalent in | x| <4(2)1/2/(3-r-2(2)1/2) while the class xF(x)
is univalent in the same region. If the numbers ap are restricted to be
real and positive, then \av\ is a chain sequence so that Theorem 3.1
is applicable and F(x) and xF(x) are univalent in |x| <1.
We now apply the iterative method of the preceding theorem to a
particular type of /-fraction.

Theorem 4.2. // ap and bp are complex numbers with the numbers av
satisfying \av\ <M/3, and if the function F(z) given by

(4.7)

F(z)

i1

di2

a2*

z + £>i— z + b2 — z -\- b% —

is positive definite for Im z>0,
>Äf(2)l'2/3.

then F(z) is univalent for Im s

From a result of Dennis and Wall [l ], F(z) is analytic for Im z>0.
If we write

F(z)=.Fa(z)

=

z + bi-

a\Fi(z)

1

Fp(z) =-,

p = 0, 1, • • • ,

2 + bp+i — ap+iFP+i(z)

then Fo(zi) = F0(z2) yields
(4.8)

|zi-z2|

= \a\\\Fi(zi)-Fi(z2)\.

An expansion of Fp(zi) —FP(z2) followed by the application of absolute
values and the triangle inequality gives

| Fp(zi) - Fp(z2) | = | Fp(zi)Fp(z2) | | zi - z21

+ | al+iFp(zi)Fp(z2)| | Fp+i(zi) - Fp+i(z2)| .
If this process of expansion is iterated

k times in (4.8) we obtain

(4.9)| z, - z21 = | zi - z21£ ( f[ I a>p(zi)^(z2)I)
n=l

\ j,—1

/

+ |al+i11F*+1(zi)
- Fk+i(z2)
\(fl\ a,Fp(zOFp(zt)
\j.
Now since F0(z) is positive definite for Im z>0, the numbers ap and
bp are such that aP = Im aP and j3p= Im bP satisfy the necessary and
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[ll]:

p\ = 0,

p - 1, 2, • • • ,

(b) there exists numbers go, gu • • • such that
0 ^ gp = 1

and

2

ap = ßPßp+i(l - gP-i)gP-

Then each Fp(z) is such that its continued fraction representation has
partial numerators and denominators satisfying (4.10) and is thus
positive definite for Im z>0. From results on positive definite continued fractions we have |F„(z)| <3/M(2)1'2
and \ Fp(zi) - Fp(z2)\
<3/M(2)1'2 for r) = Im z>ilf(2)1'2/3.
When these estimates are applied to the nonhomogeneous member
of (4.9), we see that it has limit zero as k becomes infinite provided
Zi and 02 have imaginary parts greater than Âf(2)1/2/3. Thus we may
allow k to become infinite in (4.9) and the inequality holds in the
limit. We obtain, if the continued fraction does not terminate
°°

(4.11)

/

"

2

\

| zi - Z21= I zi - z21E ( II I apFP(zi)FP(zi)
|)
n-Ap-1
00

<

'

1

| Zl — Zi | ¿2 — =

| «1 — «2 | .

n=-1 ^

Hence there is a contradiction unless Zi=zt. If the continued fraction
terminates, the inequalities in (4.11) are strengthened and the same
conclusion applies.
Now if (4.7) is a bounded /-fraction,
that is, the numbers bp also
satisfy |Z»j,|<M/3, p = l, 2, ■ • • , then there exists a convex region
K in the z-plane exterior to which (4.7) converges [l0]. This region
is obtained by performing a rotation and suitable translation
of
(4.7), depending upon the rotation, and noting that (4.7) is positive
definite after such a transformation.
This rotation and translation
leave unchanged the absolute values \aP\ in (4.7).
Hence after each rotation and translation we have, if f is the new
variable, that the continued fraction is univalent for Im f > Af(2)1/2/3.
We obtain for all possible rotations a set of half-planes whose inner
envelope is a region similar to the region K but at a distance M(2)1/2/3
from K. Hence the following theorem :

Theorem 4.3. If F(z) of (4.7) is given by a bounded J-fraction with
\ap\ <M/3, \bp\ <M/3, p = \,2, ■ • ■, and if K is the convex region
for this J-fraction with the boundary of K given by Im ei9z= Y(6),
Y(6) real, ¡then) F(z) \is \locally univalent exterior to the region R:

lm eiezúY(e) + M(2y>2/3.
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We may apply the same argument as in Theorem 4.2 using the
same bounds for | Fp(zi) \, | Fp(z2) | provided Zi and z2 are in R.
Corollary 4.1 is related to a type of bounded /-fraction
in which
the bound on the numbers ap is different from the bound on the
numbers bp. For the even part of the 5-fraction
x

a2x

a3x

7 + — + — +••••
may be written as a /-fraction
1

of the form

a2a3

z + a2 — z +

where

1*1 ál/4,»-2,3, ••-,

2 = l/x.

a2na2n+i

(a3 + at) —

Consequently

—z +

such

(a2n+i + a2n+2) —

a /-fraction

is univalent

for

\z\ >l/(4(2)1'2)/(3+2(2)1/2)
= (3(2)1'V4+l)/2. But this/-fraction is
of the form (4.7) with |öj,| ^3/2, \bp\ 5=3/4. We now demonstrate a
theorem which yields precisely the same result for this /-fraction.
It should be noted however that there exist /-fractions of the class
covered by this theorem which are not the even part of any 5-frac-

tion.
Theorem

<N/3,

(4.12)

4.4. // ap and bp are complex numbers satisfying

\ap\

\bp\ <M/3, p = l,2, • ■ ■, then the function F(z) given by
2

1

F(z) =

2

ai

a%

z + ii — z + &2 — z -\- bi —

is univalent for \z\ >N(2)lll/2-\-M/3.
By an equivalence
form

transformation

-—i1
—
z + bi \ 1

F(z) =-1

+

-

-a\/(Z

(4.12) may be thrown into the
+ bi)(z + b2)

1

2

a2/(z + b2)(z + b3)

+

1

+

/
)■

z+b

-G(z).

For \z\ ^(2N-\-M)/3
the partial numerators of the continued fraction G(z) have modulus less than 1/4, hence G(z) converges to an
analytic function and satisfies | G(z)| ^2. Also from value region results for this type of function [5] we have that for \z\ >(2N-\-M)/3

|G(z) | Ú (3 | z | - M)(3 \z\

- M - ((3 | z | - M)2 - 4/V2)1'2)/2iV2,

and
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I F(z) | = 3(3 | 0 | - M - ((3 | z | - M)2 - 4N2)l'2)/2N2.
Wewrite F(z) = F0(z) and Fp(z) = l/(z+bP+i-av2+iFp+1(z)),
2, • • • , then if F(zi) = F(z2) we have

p = 0, 1,

| zi - Z21 = | ai | | Fi(zi) - Fi(z2) | .
The difference Fp(zi) —Fp(z2) may be written
\FP(Z1)-FP(Z2)\
=

| Fp(Zl)Fp(z2)

Hence after n applications
inequality we obtain

| | z2 -

zi + 0^.1(^1(81)

-

Fp+1(z2))

|.

of this expansion followed by the triangle

I zi —z21

^ i*-* 1¿(n 1«X(*i)^,w
1)
(4.13)

n

^^

'

+ ñ I alFp(zi)FP(z2)
I I «4i I IFB+1(2l)
- Fn+1(z2)
|.
p=i
Since each Fp(z) is of the same form as F(z), each Fp(z) satisfies
the same estimate so that

I aPFP(0i)FJ)(z2)
I = (3 I 0 I - M - ((3 \ z \ - M)%- ^Y)/4N2
for |z| >(2N+M)/3.

In particular

|apFp(zi)Fp(zs)| <l/2,

for |z| >iV(2) 1/2/2 + M/3 we have
p = 0, 1, • • • . Thus for this range of z the

second member of the right of (4.13) has limit zero as n becomes
infinite so that as we pass to the limit in (4.13) the inequality holds.
We have then upon applying the estimates again

I 2l — Zî I = I 01 - Zi I

¿(nuXwwi)

fc>a \ p=i
p=i
t=.l
00

/

1

< I Zl - Z2I E — = I 21- 02I ,
*-i 2*

for Zi and Z2satisfying |z| >A7(2)1'2/2-r-Af/3. Thus Zi=z2. As previously, the above inequalities hold if the continued fraction terminates.
Now the convex region for the continued fraction of Theorem 4.3

lies entirely within the circle |z| <(2N+M)/3.
Hence Theorem 4.3
and Theorem 4.4 are independent in that each may yield regions of
univalence not included in the region given by the other.
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5. Theorems on functions giving maps which are stars.
Theorem 5.1. The function F(x) of (2.2) maps the region \x\^r
<(2)1/2/2 onto a region which is a star with respect to the origin.
Now F(x) is univalent for |x| <1 hence a sufficient condition
map of | x| <r which is a star is Re xf'(x)/f(x) ^0, | x| =r.

for a

But
Re x

/'(«)

I /•* d<p(t) r2/

/(*)

\Jo

1 + xt |

r 1 (i + uty - (vty
Wo

1 + xt 4

d<t>(t)

1 + ut

(5.1)

•/'J

l + xt\2

0

+ 2

r1 vH(l + ut)

Jo

rl

T-i-¿d<p(t)
\l + xt 4

Jo

t

-.-rd<p(t)\
1 + xî 2

ï

/

For |x| <1 and m^O each of the integrals in (5.1) is non-negative
while for |x| =21/2/2 we have l-f-wf^|í>¿| for 0^t<l
so that again
all integrals in (5.1) are positive.

Theorem 5.2. The function G(x) of (4.6) maps the region |x[ gp
^8/9 onto a region star-like with respect to the origin.
Now G(x) is univalent for |x| <8/9, so that the condition used
above is applicable. Write G(x) ==Gi(x) =x/(l-\-a2G2(x)) and generally

Gfc(x)=x/(l+c*+iGt+i(x)), k = l, 2, ■ ■ • .
For |x| ^p<l each Gk(x) satisfies |G*(x)| ^2(1-(1-p)1'2).

(5.2)

gLi(x)

x= 1
Gi_i(x)

Thus

a^_i(x)GA:(x).

Now suppose that Gi(x) is given by a continued fraction terminating with «th partial numerator
and is denoted by Gi"'(x). Since

Gn(x) =c„x we have |a„G„_i(x)G¿(x)| =|a^G„_i(x)| <1. If I^Gp-iíx)
'G'p(x)\ ^1 for p=n, n —\, ■ • • , k + 1, then

I a*G*_i(x)G'i(x)
| =

akGk-i(x)

1 + a,fc+iGfc+i(x)

ajG/fc-i(x)

| 1 - ak+iGk(x)Gk+i(x) |

[1 + | a*+iG*(x)G;+i(x)| ]

1 + ß4+iG*+l(x)

2(1 - (1 - p)>/2)2

< 1
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if p = 8/9. Thus by induction \akGk-i(x)G'k(x)\ =1, k = 2, 3, • • • , n.
Hence from (5.2)

Gi (x)

Rex——

Gi(x)

.

= 1 - Re a2Gi(x)Gi (x) = 1 -

.

| a2Gi(x)G2'(x) \ > 0

in case G(x) is a terminating continued fraction GÍB)(x).
If G(x) is a nonterminating
continued fraction then it is the limit
of a uniformly convergent sequence of terminating
continued fractions

G(x) =limn<.w Gin)(x). Hence

G'(x)
Re x ■-

G(x)

GÍn>(x)
= lim Re x —■-=

»—

0.

GfKx)
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